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Editorial 

A 
s I ‘gathered’ my breakfast one morning 

last week, with the radio in the 

background, I suddenly became aware 

that I was ‘listening’. It was an interview with the 

mother of one of the Israeli youths allegedly 

kidnapped by Palestinian militants. I was moved 

to hear her say that she had received many 

letters of support from Palestinian women. My 

emotion was not only because the Palestinian 

women had sent these messages, but also 

because this mother had let all BBC listeners 

know that in the midst of her darkness she had 

experienced light from the unlikely source of her 

supposed enemy.  

With a long term interest in the Israel-

Palestine situation, I am aware of so much good 

that is happening on the ground: Israeli lawyers  

who defend Palestinian rights and publish all 

abuses of those rights in their quarterly journal, 

B’Tselem; Israeli doctors who train Palestinian 

nurses and treat traumatised Palestinian children; 

an Israel-Palestinian peace village where families 

live and are educated together, and which is now 

a recognised resource for education towards 

peaceful co-existence; an organization of Israeli 

and Palestinian families who have lost family 

members in the conflict and are committed to a 

joint mission of reconciliation and coexistence.  

This tiny sample of work towards peace fills 

me with hope: it is evidence of seeds being sown 

that, in time, are sure to sprout and bear good 

fruit. But I ask myself, why do we seldom hear 

about them? Why are they rarely reported as a 

counterbalance to news about recurring violence?  

Do their members feel isolated in their efforts? 

Can we remedy our lack of awareness about 

them? Can we support them in any way, 

conscious that they probably reflect what is 

happening in other  conflict zones?  

Pope Francis has affirmed the importance of 

prayer for peace, and not simply prayer at a 

distance: he brought together representatives of 

the conflict so that they could meet and pray with 

one another in an atmosphere of mutual respect 

and commitment to peace.  

The Pope’s action may seem far beyond 

what we can attempt, but, when we consider that 

large scale conflicts usually start small and local,  

our thoughts might be on translating what he did 

to the local level. So what can we do or recommit 

to doing ‘at home’ - to prevent conflict, to become 

better informed about ‘the other’, whoever that 

‘other’ might be, to foster an understanding of and 

respect for ‘difference’ and thus make possible 

‘unity-in-diversity’, the only unity that seems 

possible or appropriate in a world of God-given 

diversity? We might also become informed about 

even one initiative for peace in one conflict zone 

and spread the good news.    

And so, as we approach the summer’s 

opportunity for rest, relaxation and refreshment, 

let’s not forget to ponder our part in the journey 

towards peace, a journey that is both attitudinal 

and concrete. Some of the courses advertised in  

this newsletter may nourish attitudes; or you may 

be inspired by the Iona Community as described 

by Kathy Galloway (cf p 6); or, if you live in or 

around Glasgow, you may be interested in this 

year’s Interfaith Series at the ISC: Understanding 

and Praying the Sacred Writings of World Faith 

Traditions. You will be most welcome. 

Happy holidays!! 

 - - Eileen Cassidy snd 

mailto:eileen.cassidy@iscglasgow.co.uk
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 Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living: 

One of the Most Fulfilling Experiences 

of My Adult Life 

T 
he prospect of engaging in a year long 

programme of deepening my personal 

experience of prayer through the GPRL 

course seemed, if I am honest, just a tad daunting 

and perhaps a little risky. Having a full time job 

and being prey to the usual pressures of modern 

life, I anticipated that my commitment to such a 

lengthy undertaking might wane. Nevertheless, I 

thought I would give it a go and try to sustain at 

least one term. The reality, however, was very 

different and, one year on, I can say that it was 

GPRL which sustained me and has become one 

of the most fulfilling experiences of my adult life. 

The course began in October while we were 

still enjoying the final vestiges of an exceptionally 

good Scottish summer, before being plunged into 

the short days and long nights of autumn and 

winter. Since GPRL follows the Christian liturgical 

year, this was to become an important motif as I 

was led, with twelve others, through the darkness 

of winter into the light and life of Easter.  

A myriad of topics were covered in the course 

of the year: lectio divina, imaginative 

contemplation, praying with poetry and works of 

art; the life of Ignatius of Loyola and his emerging 

insights into consolation, desolation and 

discernment; Celtic spirituality, praying with icons, 

the contemplative tradition of prayer, expressing 

prayer creatively . . . and more. These were led 

by the team or by guest speakers, and, where 

relevant, were shown in their concrete reality. For 

example, the unit on discernment ended with the 

film Of Gods and Men. This had a powerful 

impact on all of us, as we watched the actors 

portray the real life dilemmas of a group of 

Trappist monks threatened by fundamentalist 

terrorists in Algeria. It served to deepen our 

appreciation of listening for the still small voice in 

our own lives.  

All of these sessions were illuminating and 

immensely enjoyable. A highlight for me was the 

presentation on contemplative prayer by a 

Carmelite sister: her ability to render complex 

writings on mysticism in a form that we could 

understand opened me to the awareness that 

contemplation is accessible to all.  

Food is very much a feature of GPRL and 

each term ended with a celebratory lunch. A 

Seder meal, which marked the culmination of the 

Easter term, was a richly symbolic evocation of 

Christ’s last days. It fed our souls, as well our 

bodies.  

And then there was the group: while the 

course is deeply personal and essentially 

experiential, there is also a communal dimension 

with a built in tea break for social time and weekly 

opportunities for sharing and learning from one 

another as we journeyed together - without any 

pressure to share beyond one’s comfort level, and 

with total respect for individual boundaries. The 
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course would have been incomplete without these 

fellow pilgrims with whom I journeyed in our 

exploration of prayer and reflective living. I am 

grateful to them all.  

There is much more that could be said about 

GPRL and this reflection is by no means 

comprehensive, but what I can say is that if you 

feel attracted to the course, but daunted by the 

prospect, take the risk. It’s well worth it!  

 - - Mary Taylor 

Dreams: The Real Agenda 

A Weekend Workshop led by 

Fr Paddy Greene SJ 

at the ISC, May 3-4, 2014 

“N 
o live organism can continue for long 

to exist under conditions of absolute 

reality; even larks and katydids are 

supposed, by some, to dream." 

Shirley Jackson's words are borne out by 

research. Although sleep deprivation does no 

good, only deprivation of dreaming sleep, i.e.  

of REM, threatens your sanity. This was Father 

Paddy Greene's opening shot to those 

attending "Dreams, the Real Agenda", and it 

was reassuring to those who feared that 

devoting one's weekend to the subject was 

itself a symptom of insanity. A degree of 

disreputability has long attached to dreams in 

the West: a weirdly deliberate mistranslation in 

the Vulgate equated their study with witchcraft; 

Freud sexualised them; his successors 

squabbled to colonise them in equally reductive 

ways; and the lasting cultural memento of their 

Biblical importance is Joseph and the Amazing 

Technicolour Dreamcoat. No wonder some 

attendees were coy with their families about the 

topic of the event. 

Furtive or not, there remains a fascination 

with dreams. This workshop was originally 

intended for those involved in spiritual 

accompaniment, but half of the three dozen or 

so attending consisted of intrigued amateurs. 

The visceral power of dreams to engage people 

who were brought up to regard them as at best 

mental curiosities gave a sustained energy to 

both days. It was a first rate crash course in 

theology, mythology, psychology and poetry, 

delivered with disarming wit and absolutely no 

dogmatism. 

The sleeping dreamer is, of course, 

supposed to be uninhibited; and so what was 

remarkable was the flow of vividly recounted, 

detailed, creative dreams by people who might 

have frozen if asked to make up a short story 

and blenched if asked to read it to a roomful of 

strangers. The spurious impersonality of both 

the dreams and the questions, reactions and  

interpretations they evoked forged a swift 

intimacy. 

The most important learning was perhaps 

not the technical aspects of REM sleep or 

Jungian archetypes. It was to regard dreams 

not as divine instructions to be methodically 

cracked - the interpretative guidance would 

work equally well with and was respectful of a 

secular approach to dreams as wholly inner - 

but as a gentle, handwritten letter containing a 

hidden question, rather than an answer. One 

instance given was health. In a world of 

placebo-controlled trials, where only a scientific 

heretic could deny the existence of some sort 

of mind/body interaction, it isn't much of a 

stretch to accept that dreams may be 

diagnostically ahead of physical symptoms. 
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In Father Greene's words, "Dreams are 

never cynical". They come faithfully, freely 

and imaginatively to every person in every 

culture.  

Shouldn't the dreamer give some portion 

of her waking self to them? 

Rosalind McInnes Deborah Letford 

and Sandra White 

 

O 
ver the past year the Ignatian Spirituality 

Centre, in  collaboration with the Bishops’ 

Committee for Interreligious Dialogue, 

hosted a series of six sessions to foster 

understanding and respect among people of faith. 

Given divisions across the world that have 

religious or supposedly religious roots, this series 

seemed a small contribution towards creating a 

community of faith dedicated to world peace. 

Sister Isabel Smyth, SND, chair of the Bishops’ 

Committee, organised and facilitated the series 

which attracted new faces to the ISC. 

During the series we met men and women of 

the Hindu, Muslim, Bahai, Jewish, Buddhist and 

Sikh faiths, a mixture of men and women, young 

and older, some ‘cradle’ believers, others 

attracted to their faith during a journey of search 

for meaning or through the witness of neighbours,  

and, in one instance, a married couple, the 

husband a ‘cradle’ Jew, while the wife was a 

convert to Judaism. We witnessed a beautiful 

exchange between an African Muslim gentleman 

who had become a Christian and a Scottish 

woman who had become a Muslim. We heard 

stories of courage and discernment as the Muslim 

woman, for example, decided to wear Islamic 

dress as an important symbol of her identity.  

We asked questions about God, beliefs, prayer 

and practice, and were inspired by some 

answers, while daunted by others - a four year 

silent retreat, for example, as part of the initiation 

towards becoming a Buddhist nun! We heard 

personal accounts of what faith meant to each 

guest, of how they nurtured it with prayer and  

with reference to their sacred writings, and of how 

they tried to live it. We heard common concerns 

about the influence of contemporary culture on 

the young, and were inspired by efforts to counter 

a negative influence and by ‘domestic’ practices/

rituals that are still a living and accepted part of 

some faith traditions.   

All in all we found much that resonated with 

our own Christian faith and we were inspired, so 

much so that we will have another series in the 

next programme year focussing on the Sacred 

Writings/ Scriptures of these faiths. The difference  

in the next series is that there will be opportunity 

for personal silent prayer at each session, using 

selected texts, and for sharing afterwards on the 

experience. The dates for the series are Oct 29, 

Nov 26, Jan 14, Feb 25, Mar 25 and Apr 22.  If 

you are interested, please contact the ISC for 

further detail. 

Thank you, Isabel, for arranging and facilitating 

the series. 

 - - Eileen Cassidy snd 

Conversations in Faith 

Supporting Interreligious 

Dialogue 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=YUMOWHQb-zDhMM&tbnid=RxYLm1htFCIBwM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://hulshofschmidt.wordpress.com/2011/04/16/steps-towards-peace-interfaith-dialogue/&ei=OeZCUsXtH6rT0QXw-oDwDA&bvm=
http://www.bpsconfscot.com/Home/tabid/76/Default.aspx
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A New Moment for Church 

Ignatian and Franciscan Influences 

S 
ome people have come to regard what they 

refer to as ‘their church’ as an organisation 

in which most forms of change should be 

resisted rather than welcomed. Others have 

learned to believe and trust that God is in charge 

of His Church and has appointed Jesus Christ as 

its Head and empowered it by His Holy Spirit. 

These people are more likely to regard the Church 

as a Movement continually being formed and 

indeed more obviously at time re-formed. 

Many people wondered what God had in mind 

when in March 2013 an Argentinian Archbishop, 

Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio, was elected to be 

Pope, Bishop of Rome. For one thing he was a 

member of the Society of Jesus, a Jesuit, and for 

another it was announced that he had chosen to 

take the name Francis. This was a man who, it is 

reported, spoke briefly to his fellow cardinals 

before the conclave for the election took place. He 

said: “There are two images of Church, namely a 

church which evangelises and comes out of 

herself, or a worldly church, living within herself, 

for herself. The next Pope should be someone 

who helps the Church to surge forth to the 

peripheries like a sweet and comforting mother 

who offers the joy of Jesus to the world.” 

This is the background to the series of nine 

talks which took place once a month at the ISC on 

a Sunday afternoon from October 2013 to June 

2014 – a New Moment for the Church. Time, 

space and the writer’s memory prevent much 

detail of all nine talks, but each was impressive 

and positive in its own way. 

Edmund Highton OFM, a 

member of the Franciscan 

Order of Friars Minor and 

currently serving as Parish 

Priest in the Gorbals district of 

Glasgow, together with Tom 

McGuinness SJ, director of 

the ISC, were a suitable duo 

to introduce the series by 

sharing their ’first impressions’ 

in the light of their respective 

spiritual traditions. We know 

that Jesuit and Franciscan 

forms of spirituality promote 

the need for prayer – in deeds 

as well as words – and also 

the need to promote care for 

those suffering through material and spiritual 

poverty, but Ed and Tom brought these to life with 

an ‘inside’ sense of their founders and the impact  

of their traditions. 

Fr Peter McVerry SJ 

from Dublin addressed the 

question of Pope Francis’ 

call for a poor church for the 

poor. Thirty five years ago 

Peter told us how he 

noticed young people on 

the streets of Dublin who 

were, for one reason or 

another, homeless. Taking 

them first into his own house, Peter listened to 

their stories, heard their needs and tried to meet 

those needs with the compassion of Jesus. His 

work for the provision of shelter is now in the 

hands of a sizeable organisation, but there is still 

the need to identify with these young people and 

give them that greater need - to know that they are 

loved. This is what Jesus did. This is the direction  

in which Pope Francis calls the church.  

Philippa Bonella, Head 

of Communications and 

Education at SCIAF, 

identified the Pope’s 

concern that we are true 

stewards of creation,  not 

just as an invitation, but 

more as an imperative, a 

very great need in today’s 

world. We must engage 

with creation both as a source of revelation about 

God and in ways that enable it to be what it is 

meant to be - sustenance for present and future  

generations.  

Several speakers made reference to Pope 

Francis’ Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium. 

It was to be expected that someone who said that 

the next Pope should help the Church to offer the 

joy of Jesus to the world would, at an early stage, 

desire to promote “the Joy of the Gospel which fills 

the hearts and lives of all 

who encounter Jesus”.  

Fr. Jim Lawlor, a parish 

priest in Glasgow, entitled his 

talk “Rebuild my Church.” 

These were the words that 
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St. Francis heard as he knelt in prayer in a ruined 

church in Assisi. Fr Jim led us to think about what 

these words meant for us and about our role in 

helping to re-shape and reform the Church in 

obedience to the call to share in mission. 

The first of the seven 

themes of Evangelii 

Gaudium is “the reform of 

the church in her missionary 

outreach.”  Brother Stephen 

Smyth, FMS, recently retired 

from the post of General 

Secretary of ACTS (Action 

of Churches Together in 

Scotland), referred to at 

least three paragraphs in Evangelii Gaudium 

regarding ecumenical dialogue: “We must never 

forget we are pilgrims journeying alongside one 

another . . . Putting aside all suspicion or mistrust, 

we must turn our gaze to 

what we are all seeking: the 

radiant peace of God’s 

face.” And the dialogue and 

pilgrim journey must also 

include people of other 

faiths, as Sr Isabel Smyth, 

SND, so ably showed  when 

she addressed the topic of 

‘Walking together with our interfaith friends.’ 

In the last but one talk, the well-known 

Church of Scotland minister, Kathy Galloway, 

currently Head of Christian Aid Scotland, helped 

us to reflect on what it might mean, in our own 

lives, to live more simply so 

that others may simply live. 

For Kathy this includes 

having control, not just over 

what we have, but also of 

what we do - control of our 

calendars, giving ourselves 

the necessary time and 

space to be refreshed by 

and remain in focus with  

God. Kathy also shared 

with us her commitment as 

a member of the Iona Community, leaving us as 

individuals and as members of religious 

communities with much to ponder. It seems 

obvious to say that so much of what she said is 

central to who Pope Francis is, and is at the heart 

of his message to the world.  

The final speaker was Fr James Hanvey SJ, 

recently appointed Master of Campion Hall, 

Oxford. Amongst many other things, all of which 

were inspiring, James put 

the present situation of the 

Catholic Church (but it 

applies to other Christian 

traditions) into a context of 

a movement through 

mourning / desolation, the 

result of internal and other 

factors. He helped us 

identify the different 

‘groupings’ within the church within a wider 

context of post Vatican II renewal and emerging 

society. He suggested that the primary mission of 

Church is to help people see that we need God to 

teach us what it means to be truly human, after 

the example given above all by Jesus Christ: if we 

are to teach others, then we must learn and live it 

ourselves. And he gave us hope in the direction 

to which, as church, we are currently being called 

and in the potential impact of our response on the 

church as sacrament of Christ. 

Those like myself, now free of other 

responsibilities on a Sunday afternoon, were 

grateful for the organisation of this series of talks 

and for the excellent contributions of each 

speaker.  

In my own experience of the Anglican 

tradition, it was evident that it was better not to 

use the word “change” in referring to the mission 

and movement of the Church. As a good man 

once said, ‘To drive out fear, put in love.’ To 

quote Evangelii Gaudium (# 49)  “My hope is that 

we will be moved by the fear of remaining shut up 

within structures which give us a false sense of 

security, within rules which make us harsh 

judges, within habits which make us feel safe, 

while at our door people are starving and Jesus 

does not tire of saying to us: “Give them 

something to eat.”  It feels that Pope Francis, a 

true son of Ignatius and of his namesake, is 

calling us in this direction. 

 - - John Woodley 
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Spiritual Conversation 

A Reflection on the 2013-14 Course 

H 
ow strange it feels to be writing this 

reflection, acknowledging the end of a 

very special course on ‘spiritual 

conversation’, which ran from autumn through to 

the end of spring at the ISC in Glasgow. It was a 

period of looking inward, resting in our selves and 

then bursting into bloom with all the exuberance 

of tightly folded buds!  Oops! I seem to have 

jumped ahead to our last day! 

The Spiritual Conversation course, though 

offered at the ISC, was a joint venture of the ISC 

and the Epiphany Group. Alison Moody, of 

Epiphany group, joined Jane MacKichan, Tom 

McGuinness and Eileen Cassidy of the ISC to 

make a team of four, a perfect number for the 

supervision of four ‘triads’ – groups of three 

where we practised what we were learning. The 

number of participants, twelve, was equally 

perfect for the triads, but  unforeseeable 

absences never ceased to give Tom a headache 

as he tried to reorganise the groups with variation 

of composition in mind. All in all, we managed!   

Once a month, for nine months, we 

participants gathered at the ISC for a two day 

workshop. We journeyed together through four 

modules, with a natural flow from one to the 

other, and then brought the course to closure with 

an extra final day of celebration. During this 

shared journey we grew together as a group of 

participants and as a group of participants with 

the team. We learned a lot, and experienced 

many aspects of God`s love in action.  

The modules covered basic listening skills, 

different ways of praying, Ignatian discernment, 

and spiritual conversation in practice. While the 

content of these modules was important, the 

process was equally important. With an 

experiential approach, each module built on 

existing experience, thus rooting the material in 

our own reality and at the same time encouraging 

us by helping us identify the seeds for growth.  

Beyond this large structure, each day was 

structured in a way that fostered attentive 

listening to what God was saying, either within 

self or through others. There were stilling 

exercises at the beginning and end of each day, 

moments for individual reflection and small group 

sharing, reading groups where we learned from 

each other’s insights into prescribed reading 

material, opportunities to journal our experiences, 

and the triad listening groups. In these last we 

listened to and observed each other, affirming the 

skills that were developing and suggesting areas 

where growth was still needed. The material that 

we shared came from our own experience, and, 

as bonds were forged during social and other 

times, so trust deepened to a level that made it 

possible for us to share with one another matters 

of the heart. This was brought to completion in a 

final nourishing retreat weekend during which we 
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accompanied and were accompanied by one 

another at a deep and personal level. Besides 

being a wonderful opportunity to put our learning 

into practice, this was a very special experience 

indeed at a personal level. 

All of this may sound very intense, but the 

encouragement to use music, poetry, art and as 

many creative forms of expression as possible, 

together with an approach that contained humour, 

helped to make it a life-giving experience, despite 

initial inhibitions for some about sharing and 

natural anxieties for others about essay-writing! 

Yes, there may have been sheepish looks and 

lots of scurrying around on ‘assignment’ day, but 

we were supported with grace and good humour 

both by our peers and by the team. 

As I look back I can truthfully say that it was a 

really worthwhile experience. On the final day, 

when all work was done, we reflected on what we 

had achieved together, enjoyed a delicious `pot 

luck` lunch, and then expressed what we had 

learned through the medium of art. We used 

images, print, colour, fuzzy wool, glitter and all 

sorts of wonderful materials and textures, and 

then ‘explained’ our masterpieces to the group 

with a humour-tainted seriousness. We then 

withdrew to the chapel where we marked the end 

of the course with an extract from Sister Wendy 

Beckett’s The Gaze of Love on Odilon Redon`s 

Mystical Boat which depicts the beauty of faithful 

prayer - a beautiful ending as we sailed off with 

hearts full of love, back to our separate lives.  

 - - Irene Munro 

F 
rom September 2014 we will welcome to 

our ISC Team Catriona Fletcher, Alison 

Moody and Aileen Walker. 

Catriona, until recently Chaplain at 

Stirling University, will be focussing on the 

Outreach work of the ISC.  

Alison has helped us out at different times 

and for several years on the Spiritual 

Accompaniment and Spiritual Conversation 

Courses. She is now extending this commitment 

and, with her training experience, will underpin 

our Ongoing Formation programme.  

Alison will be helped by Aileen who has been 

part of the Team for GPRL (Growth in Prayer and 

Reflective Living) over the past two years.  

We look forward to working closely with each 

of them and to benefitting from all they will bring 

to the life of the Ignatian Spirituality Centre.  

WELCOME to the ISC TO PONDER 

 

Where Are You Glued Together? 

I’m in a good state of mind today 

because yesterday 

someone made me feel valued, spending 

more time with me than I was expecting. 

The buoyancy of mood produced in me 

was like helium for the soul.  Happy 

was I on departing 

and today I’m still smiling. 

©Kathleen E. Amoore 8/04/2014 
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O 
n Saturday June 14th the many and 

varied events of our year were gathered 

into a stimulating and enjoyable day led 

by David Lonsdale from London. David has 

taught Christian spirituality, been editor of the 

journal ‘The Way’ and has written and lectured for 

many years on Ignatian Discernment. David 

taught a very popular course on Spirituality and 

English Literature at Heythrop College in London 

(which is currently celebrating its 400th 

anniversary) and has published essays on 

literature, reading and discernment. He is 

currently Chair of The Catholic Network for 

Retreats and Spirituality.  

With his established background in Ignatian 

discernment and interest in poetry and literature, 

David was an excellent choice of speaker to lead 

this closing day of the year. The day reflected his 

considerable knowledge and appreciation of the 

work of George Herbert. David’s explanations 

about the context of Herbert’s time and reflections 

on his use of metre and rhyme were an education 

for many of us.   

After his initial introductions, David shared a 

number of poems in both the morning and 

afternoon sessions.  People were very moved as 

David read the poems aloud with a real sense of 

the depth and humanity they contained. Even 

familiar words such as George Herbert’s Love 

(Love bade me welcome…) took on a new 

resonance – hearing them afresh, as if for the first 

time. Poets of our own era were also included. A 

favourite for many was the poem The Skylight by 

Seamus Heaney. Other well-known names also 

appeared in the day: Mary Oliver, R.S. Thomas, 

Edwin Muir, P.J. Kavanagh, Matthew Arnold, 

Elizabeth Jennings, Sylvia Plath, Ted Hughes, 

Czeslaw Milosz…..all in all a feast of literature!  

The pieces chosen by David offered a great 

variety of what he called ‘the music of the words’, 

all with an underlying spirituality that made the 

day both an inspiring and a prayerful time.  

The literature was matched on this occasion 

by a festal light lunch provided by the ISC which 

was equally enjoyed by all present. The 

atmosphere of friendship and sharing among the 

thirty-five participants was delightful. 

The dessert, so to speak, was a brief 

introduction to some of the items in the coming 

year’s programme – to whet appetites anew for 

the events of September 2014 to Summer 2015. 

In particular we highlighted the Opening Day on 

Saturday September 14th to be led by Revd 

Professor David Jasper of Glasgow University 

who will lead the first of three sessions under the 

title The Poetry of the Sacred. His particular title 

for the September Opening Day will be The 

Sacred Desert. Details are in our new ISC 

programme which is now available on the ISC 

website www.iscglasgow.co.uk    

Finally another word of thanks and 

appreciation to Ronnie Renton who led our 

Opening Day back in September 2013 and to 

David Lonsdale who closed the year for us. Both 

were wonderful days and both speakers very 

much appreciated.  

 - - Tom McGuinness SJ  

The Literature of Love  

Ignatian Spirituality and a Love of Literature 

Closing Day of the ISC Programme Year 

Led by David Lonsdale 

http://www.iscglasgow.co.uk
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.  .  .  .  R i p p l i n g   O u t  .  .  .  . 

S 
ince completing the Spiritual 

Accompaniment course in 2012, I, 

Maureen, have been privileged to have 

many opportunities for deepening my own 

learning and sharing the gifts of my training, 

opening up for others, I hope, the joys of ‘finding 

God in all things.’ 

At the ISC I have had 

rewarding opportunities to 

accompany retreatants 

during ISC Retreats and 

occasionally to lead the 

popular Eat, Pray, Breathe 

Tuesday lunchtime quiet 

prayer time. With others I 

have been invited to offer 

individual accompaniment 

to participants on the 

Growth in Prayer and 

Reflective Living course 

during the second and third 

terms of the course. Our monthly Supervision 

group also offers the opportunity to lead the 

prayer part of the evening, as well as engaging in 

helpful sharing and reflecting on practice issues. 

Some people have continued to seek 

accompaniment beyond the time limit of their 

retreat or course. Being alongside these as they 

journey deeper, discerning God’s will for 

themselves, is a very special grace and privilege 

– and a life giving joy I had not anticipated when I 

embarked on my own Ignatian journey a few 

years ago. 

Since 2007 I have met regularly with a group 

of women locally who come together, seeking to 

find a deeper experience of faith by reflecting 

prayerfully on their lives. We share responsibility 

for leading the monthly sessions which could be 

based on a Gospel Lectio, an Imaginative 

Contemplation, on body prayer, art, poetry, music 

– and more. Creative ideas continue to flow and, 

for me, I know that my experience of Ignatian 

Spirituality continues to nurture what I can offer to 

the group. 

I also joined the Epiphany Group at the end of 

my training and have found there a wealth of 

experience and depth of spirituality which help to 

support and develop my own continuing 

formation.  

O 
ver the last seven years or so, since 

completing the Spiritual Accompaniment 

course, I, Carol Ann,  have had the 

privilege of accompanying many during Lenten 

and Spring retreats at the ISC and also to 

accompany participants on the Growth in Prayer 

and Reflective Living course. These experiences 

have deepened my own faith and always fill me 

with awe in the way that the Spirit lives and 

moves in others, opening them up to God’s 

unconditional love. The moment of that 

recognition is a real joy to be part of. Again, as 

part of my own formation, I take part in the 

monthly formation/supervision group at the ISC. 

Over the years the evening group has changed 

personnel but that has not hindered in any way 

the support and friendship offered by everyone in 

the group.  

As a teacher in a 

Catholic Secondary 

school I have been 

able to introduce 

Ignatian Spirituality 

not only to my own 

classes, but to the 

school in general. 

For example, I have 

offered  workshops 

on finding ‘God in 

Maureen Brough and Carol Ann McLaren finished the training course in Spiritual Accompaniment at 

the ISC in 2012 and 2007 respectively. Since then they have been actively engaged in using their skills for 

others, both individually and together. Below they give a flavour of what they have done. 

‘Grace:  I beg for the gift of an intimate knowledge of all the goods which God lovingly shares 

with me. Filled with gratitude, I want to be empowered to respond just as totally in my 

love and service.’ Spiritual Exercises (233) 
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all things’ for 1st year pupils and Lenten 

Reflections for fifth and sixth year students which 

allowed them to experience guided meditations 

on the death of Jesus.   

In October the school will be having a mission 

with the theme of Identity. As part of this I will be 

writing and facilitating a workshop on ‘Who am I 

with God?’ This will be offered to every pupil in 

the school. It seems to me that this will offer 

pupils alternate ways of being in this challenging 

world that we live in, enabling them to reflect and 

to be comfortable with silence, which sometimes 

is very alien to them. 

T 
ogether, and with Father John Eagers, a 

local parish priest, also trained in Ignatian 

Spirituality, we  have set up a small 

Ignatian Spirituality group within the Paisley 

diocese. So far we have offered quiet days in 

Renfrew, Retreats in Daily Life in Renfrew and 

Paisley and a 6 week Prayer course in Erskine, 

with a further programme planned for later this 

year and into 2015. These are small but 

significant steps. The feedback has been very 

positive, with people saying how great it is to be 

able to part of this in their local parish.  

Both at the ISC and in Paisley the warmth of 

people’s response and their willingness to engage 

in what is, for many, a new experience in their 

journey of faith has been heart warming. 

Particularly when people open themselves to 

being accompanied individually, we have been 

deeply moved by their honest sharing of the 

intimacy of their relationship with God, both the 

challenges and the blessings.  

With gratitude this journey of love and service 

continues.... 

 - - Maureen Brough and Carol Ann McLaren 

“H 
indu India developed a magnificent 

image to describe God’s relationship 

with creation. God ‘dances’ creation. 

God is the dancer, creation is his dance. The 

dance is different from the dancer yet it has no 

existence apart from him. You cannot take it 

home in a box. The moment the dancer stops, the 

dance ceases to be. 

In our quest for God we think too much, talk too 

much. Even when we look at the dance we call 

creation, we are all the time thinking, talking (to 

ourselves and others), reflecting, analysing, 

philosophising. Words. Noise. 

Be silent and contemplate the Dance. Just look. A 

star, a flower, a fading leaf, a bird, a stone and 

fragment of the Dance will do. And hopefully, it 

won’t be long before you see the Dancer!” 

- - Anthony de Mello (Source Unknown) 

God ‘Dances’ Creation 

Enjoy the dance of summer and meeting the dancer! 
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.  .  .  .  R i p p l i n g   o u t  .  .  .  . 

I 
 spent this past year on the spectacularly 

beautiful, sunny and stormy island of Iona, 

working for the Iona Community. As someone 

trained in Ignatian spirituality and a spiritual 

director of a good many years, I was asked to 

write a little of that experience, so…What was I 

doing? Why did I go? What did I learn? 

The Iona Community is a dispersed Christian 

ecumenical community working for peace and 

social justice, the rebuilding of community and the 

renewal of worship. It has around 300 full 

Members and 1500 Associate Members. It was 

founded in 1938 by George Macleod and runs 

two Centres on Iona – The Abbey and the 

Macleod Centre where around a hundred guests 

come each week in spring, summer and autumn 

to take part in a programme and to build 

community.  

I am an Associate, but that is not why I went. I 

went because I learned from a friend that there 

was a desperate shortage of staff. I prayed for 

discernment and became convinced that there 

was a job for me to do. Everything confirmed it 

and so I left my diocesan job and my flat and 

went, with a strong conviction that this would be 

costly discipleship, but that I would be given the 

tools to cope. And so it proved. 

My job  was to be the ‘Hospitality Team 

Coordinator’ and my responsibility included 

overseeing the cooks and housekeepers; 

attending to guest, resident and volunteer 

accommodation; organising parties; making sure 

Christmas happened (!); helping to lead worship, 

ceilidhs, pilgrimages and guest concerts;  and 

generally trying to ensure, as Hospitality Team 

Coordinator, that the Rune of Hospitality did 

indeed apply to us.  

Some friends had fondly imagined I would be 

sauntering peacefully along bleached white 

beaches, gently contemplating life and soaking up 

the spiritual atmosphere of this ancient Christian 

island. But this was VERY far from the case! It 

was extremely hard work for everyone. In fact the 

greatest challenge was to try to find even a 

smidgen of peace in a frantically busy day. 

Morning and evening worship were faithfully 

observed by all of us, but finding time for personal 

prayer, meditation and reflection was nearly 

impossible.  

It was fascinating to experience this so 

extremely, since very often people whom I see for 

spiritual direction have a similar problem – busy 

mothers struggling to find time for prayer; people 

who haven’t been used to giving up time for 

private prayer, folk who’ve lost their rhythm. So I 

was given even more insight than before into how 

that felt!  For me the most persistent experience 

was that of grace – pure grace that helped me to 

remember that I didn’t need to (and couldn’t 

anyway) do anything to win God’s approval, to 

A Thin Place: A Year on Iona 
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F o r   R e f l e c t i o n  

become acceptable, to deserve God’s love. I felt 

deeply loved and protected and held in the palm 

of God’s hand in the midst of the chaos and 

mess.  

How I coped was by taking what moments I 

could to pause and listen and look inwards, for 

example moments when I found myself on my 

own, or as I walked between Centres, or those 

precious times when I was struck by the exquisite 

beauty of the island. I managed – just – to keep in 

touch with my spiritual director and at the end of 

my time I had a much - needed retreat in Cnoc a’ 

Chalmain, the Catholic House of Prayer on Iona, 

carefully tended by Sister Jean Lawson. Iona is 

an island where prayer has been happening for 

millennia. It has been called a ‘thin place’ where 

heaven and earth are close and I felt the reality of 

that. One volunteer who returns again and again 

said that, for her, working on Iona is like doing a 

daily walking meditation and I know what she 

means.  

Although it is a very busy place, the Abbey 

programme does allow for a few Quiet Weeks in 

the year and it was my privilege to be asked to 

lead meditation, lectio divina and a daily Review 

of the Day for some for these weeks. It was like 

water on parched ground for me and I think there 

are plans to do more of this, which would be 

wonderful, so watch this space… 

It will take me a long time to be able to 

articulate what I learned from my time on Iona, 

but I certainly came home different and stronger, 

with a sense of the importance of community, a 

delight in deep friendship, a greater commitment 

to peace and justice and huge pleasure in now 

having peace and quiet! 

 - - Elspeth Strachan 

Elspeth, seated  second from right, at a ‘farewell’  

gathering 

H 
ope alone is to be called ‘realistic’, because it alone takes seriously the possibilities with which all 

reality is fraught. It does not take things as they happen to stand or to lie, but as progressing, 

moving things with possibilities of change. Only as long as the world and the people in it are in a 

fragmented and experimental state which is not yet resolved, is there any sense in earthly hopes. The 

latter anticipate what is possible to reality, historic and moving as it is, and use their influence to decide 

the processes of history. Thus hopes and anticipations of the future are not a transfiguring glow 

superimposed on a darkened existence, but are realistic ways of perceiving the scope of our real 

possibilities, and as such they set everything in motion and keep it in a state of change. 

- - Jürgen Moltmann, Theology of Hope (SCM Press 1967), p. 25. 

Entrance to the worship area 

at Corrymeela, the 

international centre for 

peace and reconciliation in 

Northern Ireland. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=d68qDQWMeLMhnM&tbnid=t8SuCp2AGzuedM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.wallsave.com/wallpaper/1920x1080/rainbow-nature-clouds-sky-goodwp-com-306380.html&ei=STqyUtrzOabC7Abx8YGoBA&psig=
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ANNOUNCING 

Series, Events and Retreats: September - December 2014 

See programmes and websites for further details.  Please contact by telephone or e-mail 

Ignatian Spirituality Centre, Glasgow 
The Administrative Secretary 
Ignatian Spirituality Centre 

Tel: 0141-354-0077 E-mail: admin@iscglasgow.co.uk 

TRAINING COURSES 

1. Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living 

(Tuesdays, 6:45-9:15 (Oct 7-May 12) plus 4 Sats 

(Oct 4, 2014; Dec 6, Mar 28, May 23, 2015) 

2. Spiritual Accompaniment, Nine Friday (1:30-

6:30) / Saturday (10:00-4:00) ‘weekends’ (2014: 

Sept 26/27, Oct 24/25, Nov 21/22, Dec 12/13;  

2015: Jan 16/17, Feb 13/14, Mar 20/21, Apr 

24/25, May 15/16, plus Sat May 10, 2015 

RETREATS 

1. Silent Directed Residential Retreats: 

    Oct 14 (Tues)-Oct 17 (Fri) 2014, The Bield,  

   Jun 27 (Sat)-Jul 4 (Sat) 2015, Drumalis  

    Retreat Centre, Northern Ireland 

    Jul 11 (Sat)-Jul 18 (Sat) 2015, Iona 

2. Non-Residential Retreat Weekend at the ISC 

(10:30-4:30 each day) 

    Nov 8 / 9; “Prayer in a Busy Life” 

3. First and Fourth Friday Retreat Mornings at 

the ISC (10:00 - 1:00) 

    Sept 5, 26; Oct 3, 24;  Nov 7, 28; Dec 5, 19; 

SERIES 

1. Understanding and Praying with the Sacred 

Writings of World Faith Traditions: New    

Wednesdays, 7:00-9:00 (Oct 29th, Hindu;  Nov 

26, Islamic) 

2. Film and  Spirituality: New .  First Friday of 

each month, either 2:00-5:00 or 6:30 -9:30. View 

and find spiritual nourishment in film, with take-

home resources. Starts Oct 3rd 2014. 

3. First Thursday Book Club, New .  2:00-3:30. 

Book, Finding God in All Things, by G. W. 

Hughes SJ. Starts Sept 4th 2014. 

 INDIVIDUAL EVENTS 

1. Sat Sept 6, 2014, Free ‘Taster Day Workshops’  

2. Sun Sept 7, 2014, (2:00-4:00), Quo Vadis, 

Scotland? A Referendum Reflection  

3. Sat Sept 13, 2014: The Poetry of the Sacred, 

Programme Year Opening Event, with guest 

speaker Prof David Jasper (Full Day) 

4. Sat Oct 11, 2014: An Autumn Walk, prepared and 

introduced by Susan Mansfield (Full Day) 

5. Sat, Nov 15, 2014: Yoga and Prayer, led by Mary 

Reilly ((10:30 - 1:30) 

6. Sat Nov 29, 2014: A Day of Prayer for Advent. 

Guest Speaker, Magdalen Lawler SND (Full Day) 

7. Sun Dec 14, 2014: Images of Advent. Guest 

Speaker, Geoff Wheaton SJ (1:30-4:30) 

REGULAR DROP-IN EVENTS 

 Eat, Pray, Breathe, Tuesday lunchtime quiet 

prayer. Starts Sept 2nd (1:00-1:30) 

 Dancing in the Spirit: ‘Dancing’ the rhythms of 

life, leading to quiet contemplation. Normally 1st 

& 2nd Mondays of month. Starts Sept 1st (7:00-

8:30) 

 Taizé Evenings: Quiet hour interspersed with 

Taizé chants. 3rd Monday of month. Starts Sept 

15th (7:30) 

 Carers Renewal Afternoons: Usually last 

Tuesday of month. Starts Sept 23rd (1:30-4:00) 

 Crafting for the World: Using Creative Skills for 

the needy. New   First Tuesday of month. Starts 

Sept 2nd (2:00-4:00) 

ONGOING FORMATION (For Those Trained In Spiritual Accompaniment) 

Nov 1, 2014 (Full Day) Scripture for Spiritual Accompaniers  Presenter: Paul Nicholson SJ 

Mar 7, 2015 (Full Day) Spiritual Exercises, Wk 1, Principle and Foundation Presenter - to be decided 

May 2/3, 2015 (W’end) The Enneagram and Spiritual Growth ***  Presenters: Myles O’Reilly SJ and Betty Foley 

Jun 6, 2015 (Full Day) Centring and Centrepieces: Creating an  Presenters: Tom McGuinness SJ, Jane  

    Ambience for Prayer                MacKichan, Katy Low  

*** Open to Others 
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ANNOUNCING 

Series, Events and Retreats: July 2014 - June 2015 

See programmes and websites for further details.  Please contact by telephone or e-mail 

EPIPHANY GROUP 

Epiphany Group Coordinator 
Barbara Buda 

Tel: 01577 863235 
E-mail: epiphanygroup@yahoo.co.uk 

ANNUAL DAY of REFLECTION 

‘Discernment: Applied Wisdom, Gift of the Spirit; 

Presenter: Cath McManus 

Date:  Tues 22 July 

Venue:  The Orchard, Kilgraston, Bridge of Earn 

INDIVIDUALLY GUIDED RETREATS 

 Fri 5 - Fri 12 Sept, Whitchester Guest House 
and Retreat, nr Hawick in the Scottish Borders.  

      Directors:  Barbara Buda and Judith Irvine 

2. Mon 29  Sept - Fri 3 Oct., St Dorstan’s Lodge, 
Tarfside, Angus. Further information from 
carole.phelan@talk21.com 

 Other Ignatian retreats, guided by Epiphany 
Group Directors, are available at different times 
throughout the year at 

 Garden Cottage/ The Apple House, 
Kilgraston, Bridge of Earn, Perthshire 
(www.gardencottagespirituality.org.uk) 

 The Bield, Tibbermore, Perthshire 
(www.bieldblackruthven.org.uk) 

6 Days: INVITATION to BECOME MORE 

FULLY OPEN to the PERSON GOD IS 

CREATING ME to BE 

A themed series of interactive and reflective 

Saturdays, Edinburgh (Oct 2014 - Apr 2015) 

2014 Sept 27 Nov 29 

2015 Jan 31 Feb 28 May 2 

 Jun 6 

EPIPHANY GROUP TRAINING COURSES 

 Growth in Prayer and Reflective Living, 
Edinburgh, Oct 2014 - Apr 2015 

 Spiritual Conversation, Edinburgh, Oct 2014 
- May 2015 

ALSO 
Supervision for Pastoral Work, Edinburgh,  

 Christ Church Centre 

 Mondays (plus 2 Sats), 10:30 am - 4:30 p.m. 

 Oct 2014 - Jun 2015 

 2014 Oct 13 Oct 18 (Sat) 

  Nov 10 Dec 8 

 2015 Feb 9  Mar 9 

  Apr 13 May 11 

  Jun 8  13 (Sat) 

 Tutors: Gero McLoughlin SJ (Ep Gp) 

   Elizabeth South (Ep Gp) 

 Closing Date for Applications: Aug 22nd 2014 

 Applications to  Gero McLaughlin SJ 

    28, Lauriston St 

    Edinburgh, EH3 9DJ 

 Contact: Tel: 0131-477-5782 

   ignatiancnfrences@btinternet.com 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 

   Title:  Living and Working in the Ignatian Way 

   Presenter:  Ewa Bem IBVM (Former Loyola Hall  

                      Team) 

   Venue        By popular demand - The Burn, Edzell,  

                     nr Brechin. 

 

Further information, booking forms etc, for all EG events, retreats and courses can be found 

on the website:   

www.epiphanygroup.org.uk 

http://www.epiphanygroup.org.uk
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IGNATIAN GROUPS and ROLES in SCOTLAND 

Ignatian Spirituality Promoter Gerald McLoughlin SJ, 28 Lauriston St, Edinburgh, EH3 9DJ     Tel: 0131-477-5782     E-mail: gero@talk21.com 
Epiphany Group  Barbara Buda (Coordinator)     E-mail: Epiphanygroup@yahoo.co.uk     Web: www.epiphanygroup.org.uk 
Ignatian Spirituality Centre 35 Scott Street, Glasgow, G3 6PE   Tel: 0141-354-0077    E-mail: admin@iscglasgow.co.uk    Web: www.iscglasgow.co.uk 
The Lantern Group  Mark McHugh Pratt (Contact), Tel: 01368-863866      E-mail  mark.pratt@cantab.net     Web:  www.thelanterngroup..org 
The Lauriston Jesuit Centre 28 Lauriston St, Edinburgh, EH3 9DJ     Tel: 0131-477-5795     Web:  www.lauriston.org 

 

NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTION:  

This newsletter, published three times a year, is free, and is also available on the ISC website: 
www.iscglasgow.co.uk.  If you wish to subscribe to the e-mail edition, please send your full name and e-mail 
address, with the subject Newsletter, to admin@iscglasgow.co.uk. If you know of anyone else who 
may be interested in receiving it by e-mail, please invite them to send their details in the same way. 

If you prefer to receive the newsletter by regular mail, please send your full name and postal address to: The 
Administrative Secretary, Ignatian Spirituality Centre, 35 Scott Street, Glasgow, G3 6PE. A donation towards 
printing and postage would be appreciated.    
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